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1 Introduction.

The market for information and communications technology is currently undergoing a structural change.

The classic telecommunication networks were planned and implemented for the transfer of specific data such as tele-

phone calls or pure data packages. The recent growth in competition, new requirements for the market and technological

developments have fundamentally changed the traditional attitudes of the telecommunications industry. The present

industry is characterized by the rapid growth of broadband connections, the convergence processes of various network

technologies and the emergence of a uniform IP standard for individual and mass communications.

Traditional telecommunications operators find themselves confronted with a host of new challenges. In particular, their

previously successful fixed-network business is coming increasingly under pressure. New communication possibilities,

such as telephoning via the Internet, and also growing market shares in mobile telephony are causing a great deal of

concern. 

To counteract these losses, the network operators are investing more strongly in the growth driver, broadband. The bundling

of phone, Internet and television – known in the telecommunications industry as Triple Play Services – has moved into

the limelight of these new business models. The traditionally familiar market boundaries between fixed networks, mobile

telephony and data networks are disappearing more and more quickly. This gives the customer the advantage that he

can call on an extremely wide range of services, regardless of his access technology. This development requires a meta-

infrastructure beyond the existing, subordinated networks – a core network for all the access networks. This new network

is called the Next Generation Network. The Internet Protocol is the most significant integration factor because it is available

globally and, at least in principle, it can use almost all the services and applications in all the networks.
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2 Next Generation Network.

2.1 Definition.

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) – a global organization dedicated to technical aspects of telecom-

munications – regards an NGN as a network with an end-to-end service for voice, data and multimedia. The deployed

transmission technologies must permit a high quality of service. At the same time, the provided service functions are

independent from the basic transmission functions. All the services are based on the Internet Protocol (IP). The advan-

tage of IP networks is their flexibility and the simple integration of new applications. 

2.2 System Architecture.

The basic premise for NGN is an architecture on several independent levels. These include the access area, the core

network area, the control level and the service management level (see Fig. 1).

The connection of subscribers and terminals to the NGN can be achieved with various access technologies. The infor-

mation and transmission formats of the various networks must be converted into information that is comprehensible for

the NGN. This calls for Gateways for the connection of business and private customers. The core network of the NGN is

an IP network. This is a standardized transport platform consisting of various IP routers and switches. The connection

control of the individual components is carried out by the control level. Standard and value-added services can then be

provided via the service management level.

Figure 1: Modular structure of an NGN
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The aim of an NGN is to operate the current wide range of access and communications technologies under a common

umbrella in the future network on IP. This convergence allows a transition from a vertical to a horizontal service integration.

In vertical network structures, services (e.g. phone services, TV services) can only be received with suitable networks

and the relevant end devices. With a horizontal approach, on the other hand, users in future will be given the possibility

of using the desired services – regardless of the platform and the technology – with a single end device. Figure 2

shows this basic premise. 

2.3 Technologies for Subscriber Access.

The prerequisite for the efficient use of the NGN is a network access with high bandwidth for the subscriber. 

It is to be expected that access networks in the future will be able to provide bandwidths of up to 100 MBit/s for private

subscribers. For business customers, transmission rates in the gigabyte range are conceivable. The possible options

for access to the IP backbone would include copper, cable, fiber-optic and wireless connections.

Copper connections: The bandwidth of DSL via copper lines is restricted to 16 MBit/s for ADSL2 (Asynchronous

Digital Subscriber Line) and to 52 MBit/s for VDSL (Very High Speed Digital Subscriber Line). Speeds decrease in

relation to the distance to the access Gateway. The Gateway connects the respective network to the backbone.

Cable connections: The Hybrid Fiber Coaxial Networks (HFC) are networks that consist of a mixture of fiber-optic

cables and coaxial cables. As a rule, they are networks for cable television.

Fiber-optic lines (FTTX): Fiber-optic lines can transport large data volumes at extremely high transmission speeds.

In practice, bandwidths up to 155 MBit/s are possible. The different types of fiber-optic connections are referred to

generically by the acronym FTTx (Fiber to the x).

Wireless connections: Radio Access Networks (RAN) are radio-based access networks. They can be implemented

with a wide variety of technologies such as 3GPP, 3GPP2 (UMTS), WiFi or WiMAX.

Figure 2: All-IP network
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The following different forms of FTTX are available:

FTTH: Fiber to the Home – the fiber optics end at the broadband connection.

FTTB: Fiber to the Basement – the fiber optics end at the building (also known as FTTMDU – 

Fiber to the Multi-Dwelling Unit).

FTTC: Fiber to the Curb – the fiber optics end at the street.

FTTA: Fiber to the Area – the fiber-optic connection supplies a relatively large area.

Thanks to all these access technologies, it is possible for the operators to guarantee services of the next generation,

given the appropriate investments. The fiber-optic lines offer the highest possible capacity for the transmissions. In

spite of the reduced prices for optical transmission technology, the installation of fibre-optic accesses is not yet prof-

itable for the end subscriber. The high costs for the network operators are due to the laying of the cables and the con-

nection technology. At present, the use of this technology is therefore mainly limited to occasional business customer

connections. 

The provision of comprehensive broadband services varies from region to region. In urban environments, it may well 

be economically viable in the future for network operators to offer customers FTTB or even FTTH. In rural areas with a

sparse population, on the other hand, the use of fiber optics is not profitable. In regions like that, the best solution will

be to use broadband accesses via radio. 

2.4 Motivation for NGN.

The heterogeneity of the infrastructure, the growing competition and the falling call sales can be regarded at present as

the primary threats to the telecommunications industry. Established network operators are finding themselves forced to

rethink their business models and to convert their infrastructure to a fully IP-based platform – the Next Generation

Network. The overall aim is to reduce costs and to create new sources of income (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Reasons for the migration to the Next Generation Network
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2.4.1 Heterogeneity of the Telecommunications Infrastructure.

The modern telecommunications networks consist of satellite and mobile phone networks such as GSM/UMTS, public

phone networks and wireless local traffic networks such as wireless LAN and Bluetooth networks. The latter connect

devices in the personal work environments such as PDAs, laptops and cellphones. There are also cabled fixed networks

such as Ethernet and also fiber-optic networks (see Fig. 4). 

In the traditional network infrastructure, the introduction of new services and applications can be an arduous and

expensive process. For instance, a concept for launching innovative services can take between 6 and 18 months. 

The process requires high staffing costs. Many functionalities in the network have to be configured manually in order 

to implement new features. Moreover, the variety of networks and the heterogeneous subscriber end devices make the

provision of infrastructure-independent services more difficult. As a result, the services can only be used via specific

networks and appropriately adjusted end devices such as fixed-network phones, cellphones, televisions, etc.

The growing number of services has led to an increase in the platforms needed to provide them, which in turn has

increased the complexity of the overall infrastructure. The problems of interoperability between the various systems 

are becoming more serious, and this growing complexity is also placing greater demands on staff. Maintaining these

platforms involves high annual operating costs for the network operators. Established network operators often maintain

15 to 20 different platforms with hundreds of central switches, which inevitably leads to extremely high staffing costs. 

2.4.2 Growing Competition from Other Sectors.

As a rule, networks such as mobile telephony, data networks and fixed networks are dominated by different suppliers.

Providing services and products in these networks requires an interaction of various, complementary elements. In this

sense, it is necessary to differentiate between value-added levels such as hardware, network access, applications and

content. The increased use of IP-based networks for the provision of applications and services is allowing the develop-

ment of new, digital value-added chains.  

Figure 4: Heterogeneity of the networks
Source: Bayarou et al. (2004), P. 13.
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Visions of the gradual convergence of fixed networks, mobile telephony and the Internet are having a crucial influence

on the development of this sector. In the future market, the widest possible range of roles will be available for different

players. This will particularly threaten the leading position of the established network operators on the telecommunica-

tions market. Apart from the fixed-network and cellphone operators, companies from other sectors will also establish

themselves in future on this convergent market. Portal suppliers with strong brand names and powerful financial back-

ing – including Google, MSN, eBay and Yahoo – are planning to penetrate the voice and infrastructure business. They

will also be joined by cable network operators and companies that provide media content, such as Microsoft, Kabel

Deutschland or Premiere (see Fig. 5). 

This convergence is therefore producing virtually inevitable conflicts and incompatibilities. Technologies and market forces

are colliding with each other. The market participants are crowding each other out and defending their positions strongly.

According to the British media watchdog, Ofcom, a basic change in the familiar competitive structures is to be anticipated in

the next 5 to 10 years. In the course of this convergence, the value of the network business will gradually decrease and the

service range will make a much larger contribution to end-customer sales. Traditional network operators will have to rethink

their business model and also position themselves much more strongly on the upper levels of the value-added chain.

2.4.3 Falling Call Sales.

The increasing competition due to the liberalization of the markets and the arrival of market participants from other sectors

are causing great concern to the operators of former state monopolies. The classic telephone business, known as a

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), is particularly unsatisfactory. The golden age of the high-margin business

with revenue in the billions based on classical phone calls is clearly over. Figure 6 shows the estimated development of

the global number of telephone minutes since 1990. In spite of the current fall in fixed-network minutes, a strong growth

Figure 5: Convergence of the markets by the example of German market players
Source: With reference to Detecon (2006), P. 9.
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in the total of telephone minutes is to be expected. Experts see particularly strong potential in the use of the Internet

Protocol for phone calls. This so-called Voice over IP (VoIP) is possible with all IP-based networks.

In a current study from 2006, the consultants from Mercer have investigated in great detail the fixed-network market in

Western Europe with a total volume of € 114 billion ($ 144 billion). It is particularly striking that the traditional Western

European fixed-network operators are increasingly losing market shares in spite of a sustained fall in prices. There has

been a decline in sales of approx. 5 percent since 2001 in the telephone business of the former monopoly holders.

During the same period, their total market share fell from 70 to 60 percent. That corresponds to a loss of € 4 billion 

($ 5 billion) per year. According to Mercer, an even worse assessment can be expected for the coming years with

increasing losses due to more intense competition.

While fixed-network calls are stagnating in Germany, mobile telephony is enjoying strong growth. In 2004, the total sales

with mobile telephony amounted to over € 20 billion ($ 25 billion) according to the market research analyst Gartner.

Market penetration of over 90 percent is expected for Germany in 2006. According to analysts such as Gartner and

Ovum, mobile telephony will increasingly replace classical fixed-network phones. Fixed-network operators are afraid of

widespread cancellations of fixed-network connections. 

Increasing losses on the domestic fixed-network market are therefore forcing the operators to develop new strategies to

secure their future and to boost their profitability. No further growth can be expected through call sales alone. 

2.4.4 Planned Targets – Cost Reductions and New Sources of Income.

Established network operators are pursuing two basic goals with NGN. On the one hand, the optimization of the net-

works and technology should open up excellent potential for cost savings. On the other hand, they intend to exploit new

income sources with the future network. The plan is to create an entirely new form of communication for the customers. 

Cost reduction.

With NGN, the established network operators plan to develop a sustainable infrastructure that will remain competitive in

a convergent environment. The primary focus will be on the potential for cost savings. These savings will be produced by
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focusing on a single technology system and through the related reduction in technology sites and technical equipment

areas. A single infrastructure is easier to maintain. The simplification of the technology system will therefore promote a

reduction in the staffing costs. Moreover, spare parts will only be necessary for a single form of network technology. 

Furthermore, the modular structure of the NGN will provide the foundation for the simple and cost-effective development

of future services. It will no longer be necessary to carry out the new development and installation of networks for spe-

cific services. The open platform will also allow the rapid implementation of customer-specific solutions. For instance,

applications from the network operators and other specialists can be inserted more easily in the standardized NGN

architecture using Service Creation Environments. Predefined library functions will be used via an Application Program-

ming Interface (API) to activate a Gateway and so ultimately to carry out actions in the network. 

The migration to a homogeneous IP platform that supports all services will permit annual cost savings of up to 30 per-

cent, according to Detecon Consulting. According to the specifications of the telecom equipment manufacturer Lucent

Technologies, this will represent savings of several billion euros per annum for major, established network operators. 

The market research company Ovum has pointed out that it will take some time before the cost-reduction potential

becomes noticeable due to more efficient network management. The procedure will take several years. Apart from any-

thing else, the technical equipment will have to be replaced at all the exchanges in the entire national network. As well

as that, the employees will have to be retrained to work on the new network environment. A relatively long period of

parallel operation with the already existing, mostly PSTN-based networks will be necessary before they can gradually

be replaced by IP. The services provided via traditional networks will have to be provided for a certain period of time

through emulation or simulation. Users will be able to continue using their present end devices. Even so, appropriate

end devices will have to be developed to use all the functionalities of the forthcoming new services. 

New Sources of Income.

Established network operators see the possibility of new income as another motivation for promoting NGN. More and

more innovations with new sales opportunities are expected in the field of value-added services. The market develop-

ment features a range of telecommunications services that have been tried and tested or are still evolving. For instance,

these include television, information services, tele-learning and teaching, online games, virtual reality, business-to-busi-

ness services, business TV, videoconferencing, etc.

However, opinions vary on the level of this income. The emerging price models will have a considerable influence on

the generation of new sales. In an all-IP world, there is little correlation between the volumes on offer and the price. This

can be seen in the familiar flat-rate tariffs in the broadband sector. In spite of the unlimited transmission volumes, the

prices remain relatively stable. Ovum therefore anticipates that the service curve for the NGN environment will flatten

off. That means that new sales via NGNs will be fairly restricted in the near future. In contrast, various manufacturers

such as Alcatel or Siemens are arguing that only the introduction of innovative services will allow established network

operators to increase their profitability. They claim that established network operators will be able to double their aver-

age revenue per user (ARPU) and to reduce customer migrations by 40 percent, among other things. As a result, the

additional investments in this future technology will pay for themselves in less than five years. In this context, however,

we must refer back to the flop with UMTS. Established network operators such as Deutsche Telekom invested billions

to acquire the licenses alone, which are not remotely profitable even today. 
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3 The Market – Convergence Approaches and Needs of the User.

3.1 Initial Convergence Approaches.

The market already features individual examples of a general trend toward the convergence of various technologies,

communications channels and media. Particularly remarkable is VoIP, which has developed strongly in the last two

years, with its use of the Internet for phone calls (which was not actually designed for this purpose). It is not clear to the

user that he is using a different network infrastructure from previously for this voice transmission service. This also

allows entirely new service features to be offered, such as e.g. the setting up of phone connections from WWW applica-

tions. 

The gradual merging of fixed networks and mobile telephony networks (Fixed Mobile Convergence, FMC) is another

essential phenomenon of this convergence. The FMC approach caters for availability at any location – either stationary

or mobile – using a single phone number. The IP network is used to provide the stationary use. Moreover, the sub-

scriber has just one voice mailbox and receives a single bill. Ovum estimates the current number of users of such an

end device worldwide at less than 100,000. The primary advantage for the user is to save expensive cellphone costs as

soon as he is within range of a wireless LAN hotspot.

The most topical business model is certainly Triple Play: The customer receives voice, Internet, television and video

services in a bundle via a single line. TV cable networks, conventional telephone networks and mobile telephony net-

works are suitable for this service. High bandwidths with excellent reliability are indispensable for providing this large

number of services in parallel. If it is ultimately possible to link offers with attractive contents and prices with technical

innovations that traditional television cannot provide, Triple Play will have the potential to be an extremely profitable

business model.

At the end of the day, the network convergence will also lead to a convergence of the end devices, depending on the

actual needs. Multimedia-compatible computers will be given telephone and video communication functions, data

services will be available by telephone and Internet access via the television (browsing using an Internet-compatible

setup box) and the cellphone will be common.

3.2 Market Needs in Terms of Convergent Services.

3.2.1 Beneficial Effects for the Customer.

The interaction of man and technology plays a crucial role in the introduction of previously unknown technologies on

the market. The essential prerequisite for the success of innovative information and communications systems is their

acceptance by the customers. Characteristics such as the perceived system benefit and the user-friendliness of the

technology are extremely important. 

One of the desired goals of NGN is the possibility of adapting the services better to the needs of the customer. Due to

the future restriction to a single end device – equipped with a wide range of applications and services – the customer

will in many ways enjoy improvements on the current situation. At present, customers expect applications for telephony

and conferences. This sort of application should be independent of the network type. Customers also want to have

more control over their services.
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That includes the ability to easily change or add services, regardless of location. Above all, though, the primary focus is

on the wish to reduce costs and so there is great interest in package prices. 

In the past, network operators sold specific end devices and services for every type of telecommunications network,

e.g. text messaging (SMS) via mobile telephony or e-mail via the Internet. Due to the integration of telephony, messag-

ing, video communications and other multimedia information services both in fixed and mobile networks, it will proba-

bly be possible to offer the customer greater convenience in future. According to the statements of Ovum, the greater

control of the customer over his own services, the omnipresence of the network and flexible billing methods will prove

to be extremely advantageous.

Control: Current processes require a personal communication with the customer for the activation or deactivation

of services. NGNs should give the customer more control over his own service portfolio through online interfaces,

such as webpages, for instance. In this way, network operators and service providers will save processing costs

and the services will be provided for the customer in real time.

Omnipresent: The term “presence” is frequently used in the mobile world and describes the personalization of

services. Personalization characterizes the individual customizing of services to a specific user, in contrast to uniform

standard services (e.g. the analog telephone service). Moreover, the services should be provided regardless of the

location. The network must detect with which end device the user is currently connected to the net and where he is

currently located. His subscribed services are then provided to him regardless of his location.

Flexible billing methods: It will be possible for network operators to charge for scaled services via the NGN. For

instance, the customer could be provided with only “best-effort” broadband services for surfing on the Web, but he

could also use a much higher bandwidth with QoS parameters on request, to guarantee the required quality.

Additional costs may be incurred when downloading a movie, which are automatically integrated in the customer’s

bill. 

It is therefore to be expected that the perceived benefits – especially because of increasing flexibility, mobility and con-

venience – will grow as convergent services become more widespread. The increasing personalization of the services

will also significantly influence the perceived benefits. The information and services provided will be customized to suit

each customer’s personal context. However, it remains to be seen to what extent applications and services can be used

with a single end device without any particular technical knowledge. Real growth spurts can be expected especially

once a clear, tangible added value is perceptible without any particular complexities and also the majority of the market

segments are being addressed. The user-friendliness is a decisive factor particularly for older people. The variety of

services must not be too heavily technical, complex or unclear. In the end, the successful interaction between man and

technology often proves to be much more difficult than anticipated. 

3.2.2 Market Needs in Europe.

The interest of consumers in convergent services is still split at present. About 26,000 consumers in France, Germany,

Italy, Holland, Spain, Poland, Sweden and Great Britain were questioned in a survey by Forrester Research. About 35

percent of the participants answered that they would be interested in package offers of voice, video and data services.

However, around 44 percent of the consumers said that they were not interested in Triple Play at all. The demand varied

across the different European countries (see Fig. 7).
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Consumers who are interested in Triple Play possess the demographic features shown in Table 1. The average age of

40 years registered here is relatively high. Normally, it would be expected that a younger generation would be particu-

larly interested in Triple Play, because older people in particular tend to have a negative attitude towards change and

so prefer to keep the status quo.

This survey indicated that the decisive factors for a customer to choose Triple Play included monthly cost savings, a sin-

gle bill for all services, higher quality, three months’ trial use, a contract partner for the Customer Service and a change

of supplier (see Fig. 8).
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Figure 7: Interest in Triple Play
Source: With reference to Forrester (2006c), P. 3.

Table 1: Demographic features of prospective Triple Play customers
Source: Cf. Forrester (2006c), P. 5.
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Some analysts doubt the possibility for telecommunications companies to earn profits with Triple Play services. Lars

Godell from Forrester Research explained that, although customers find Triple Play offers attractive because they are

cheaper overall than the individual connections, they are not necessarily willing to pay more for additional services. It is

questionable whether the necessary major investments in infrastructure (e.g. FTTC/FTTH) would really pay off given

the intense competition and the current lack of demand. According to the comments of Mr. Godell, network operators

would have to invest several hundred euros per month in each individual new customer. At the same time, however, the

sale prices of Triple Play packages would be no more than € 50 ($ 63) per month. For example, the net earnings from

IPTV through 2016 will level off at approx. € 11 ($ 14) per user per annum. Against all expectations, this total repre-

sents just 2.4 percent of the average total earnings for each customer. Access and communications via broadband will

continue in future to generate the lion’s share with 87 percent of the total earnings. 
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Figure 8: Decisive factors for the choice of Triple Play
Source: With reference to Forrester (2006c), P. 4.
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4 Conclusion and Outlook.

The market for telecommunications services in Europe has developed extremely dynamically since being liberalized.

However, a weakening of the average annual growth on the various markets is to be expected by the end of the decade.

The business with broadband connections is being treated as particularly lucrative in order to compensate for the mar-

ket-share losses of the fixed network in particular. The network operators are attempting to provide a more efficient and

cost-effective provision of services with the current conversion of the entire network infrastructure to IP technology. The

aim is to unite fixed, mobile and data networks together and so to provide various services via a transparent network –

the so-called Next Generation Network. The core of all communications services will then be a single platform, based

on the Internet Protocol. The established network operators in particular are hoping for operating-cost savings of sev-

eral billion euros per year from the reduction of the many different platforms.

Some fixed-network operators are currently presenting initial approaches to personalized communication services,

which can be used independently from the network structure, with the Fixed Mobile Convergence business model. The

subscriber can then be reached with a single phone number at both stationary and mobile locations. As well as FMC,

the business model of so-called Triple Play is also moving more and more into the limelight. The customers receive

voice, Internet, television and video services in a bundle via a single line. Two important prerequisites for the transmis-

sion of these numerous new services are high bandwidths with excellent reliability. Given investments of several bil-

lions, it is primarily the cable-network and DSL operators who are competing with each other on the Triple Play market.

While telecommunications companies regard the marketing of Triple Play services as an important factor for sales and

revenue in the medium to long term, analysts such as Forrester and Ovum doubt to what extent increases in sales in

this field are really possible. 

Moreover, the transformation process will have considerable effects on the value-added chain and the competition in

the telecommunications industry. Traditionally, the added value in telecommunications has been integrated vertically,

but the transfer to all-IP networks will lead to a horizontally integrated value-added structure. Standardized protocols

and interfaces will also permit the entrance of new market participants from other sectors on the individual levels of the

value-added chain. New services are emerging that combine features from various areas such as entertainment, televi-

sion, etc. Thanks to convergence, there are now more suppliers in competition with each other who used to operate in

entirely separate sectors. 

Finally, there are still general doubts about how the successful business models of the future will look. A decisive factor

will be the clear superiority of convergent end devices and services compared to the existing offers. The selective posi-

tioning of convergent services on the market will be crucially important to convince the customers of the added value.

The successful development of NGN will presumably depend primarily on the close cooperation between network

operators, system manufacturers and research institutions. 
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